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ABSTRACT

The increasing progress of industries in the last decade has been the most important cause of environmental
pollution, and the polluted wastewater from various industries is causing large amounts of heavy metals to enter the
environment. The global level of environmental pollution of metals has increased dramatically in the last two
centuries. The presence of toxic densities of metals in the environment has detrimental effects on human and animal
health and disrupts ecosystem balance and order. Therefore, it is essential to study the ways of removing these
pollutants. Bioremediation, where bacteria are used to detoxify and degrade environmental pollutants, is a viable
alternative to current physico-chemical strategies for the removal of heavy metals. Therefore, this study aimed to
investigate the bioremediation of heavy metals from environment by bacteria was conducted. Various physical,
chemical and biological methods have been used to remove heavy metals, including the use of biodegradable
process because of the economically feasible method of removing many of the heavy metals using a series of low
value materials. Biosorbent is the physical and chemical uptake of heavy metals by living and non-living
microorganisms (bacteria, fungi, algae) and other organisms (such as rice bran, fruit bark, leaves and trees, etc.).
Biosorption is a new technology that utilizes inactive or dead biomass to remove heavy metals from aqueous
solution. The use of bacteria by bioremediation processes for the treatment of wastewater containing heavy metals
does not have many of the major limitations of other physico-chemical methods and is more economically desirable .
However, further studies are needed to address the current limitations of this technology for use on a practical scale.
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